Together we are helping people we’ve never met lift themselves and their community out of poverty.

A woman can open her own small business.
A farmer can grow more food for his family or a gift that will help a girl get her education. — You’ve given a symbolic CARE Package in your name.

LASTING CHANGE IN THE WORLD?
YOU’VE INSPIRED!

CARE was founded in 1945 with the creation of the iconic CARE Package®. Today the CARE Package remains a powerful symbol of generosity and compassion, but instead of providing aid in cardboard boxes CARE delivers lasting change. We’re tackling poverty’s underlying causes with programs that focus on working with girls and women. Equipped with the proper resources, empowered girls and women have the power to lift whole families and entire communities out of poverty. Last year CARE helped more than 97 million people in 87 countries. To learn more about how CARE is delivering lasting change, visit care.org.

GIFTS OF LASTING CHANGE
GIFTS.CARE.ORG